WORKSHOPS – SESSION 1 (40 minutes each)

11am  
DAY AT THE ANATOMY MUSEUM (MAXIMUM OF 20)  
Professor Paul G McMenamin  
Director of Centre for Human Anatomy Education  
Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology  
Experience Monash’s iconic Anatomy Museum. This facility is key in enhancing our students’ learning with leading edge equipment and technology including the interactive “Sectra” table which allows the 3D visualisation of patients including various pathologies. You will also experience our 3D printing facility, which replicates human anatomical specimens.

11am  
IMAGINING FUTURE WORKPLACES: WHY MULTILINGUALISM IS ESSENTIAL TO CAREER SUCCESS IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD  
Associate Professor Beatrice Trefalt  
Deputy Head of School (Education), Coordinator, Japanese Studies, Coordinator, Indonesian Studies  
School of Languages, Literatures, Cultures and Linguistics  
What are the possibilities and benefits of pursuing a second and third Language at University? This session will include Monash languages’ Alumni who will discuss the varied and amazing career opportunities that have opened to them due to their multilingual capabilities, demonstrating how the study of language enhances learning and supports future career success.

11am  
WHAT DO ENGINEERS REALLY DO?  
Alana Harries  
Student Recruitment Manager  
Student and graduate ambassadors  
Engineers solve problems, figure out how things work and design solutions. They are creative, imaginative, analytical and technical. But what do they do in their day-to-day jobs? Hear from our graduates about the exciting and innovative careers they have pursued in engineering.

11am  
PILLS, PLACEMENTS AND PLACENTAS: THE BACHELOR OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCE  
Associate Professor Michelle McIntosh  
Course Director, Bachelor of Pharmaceutical Science  
Dr Laurence Orlando  
Senior Lecturer  
Students who progress to the Bachelor of Pharmaceutical Science at Monash capitalise on the expertise of the world’s #2 pharmacy and pharmacology program and have access to internationally recognised educators and researchers. Associate Professor Michelle McIntosh will share how her research is saving the lives of new mothers in some of the poorest countries. Senior Lecturer Laurence Orlando will outline how the faculty’s strong relationships with major employers result in a high-quality placement for every student in this rapidly growing industry.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS AT THE MONASH BUSINESS SCHOOL
Professor Rob Brooks
Deputy Dean Education
Professor Di Cook
Professor, Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics
Associate Professor Pieter Van Dijk
Course Director Bachelor of Business Administration
An overview of developments at the Monash Business School with particular focus on the double degree, Bachelor of International Business and Bachelor of Arts. Also find out more about the new business analytics major and the revamped Bachelor of Business Administration. Current students will provide insights into their experiences and graduate careers outcomes will also be discussed.

TOUR THE SCIENCE PRECINCT: A STUDENT PERSPECTIVE (MAXIMUM OF 20)
Student led
This is a great opportunity to visit the rejuvenated Monash Science precinct. Experience the fantastic facilities and learning spaces which showcase Science’s collaborative teaching approaches and facilities that are welcoming and adaptable. Join Monash Science students as they take you on a tour of their precinct and give you insights into how it supports their learning goals.

WORKSHOPS – SESSION 2 (40 minutes each)

DAY AT THE ANATOMY MUSEUM (MAXIMUM OF 20)
Professor Paul G McMenamin
Director of Centre for Human Anatomy Education
Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology
Experience Monash’s iconic Anatomy Museum. This facility is key in enhancing our students’ learning with leading edge equipment including the interactive “Sectra” table which allows the 3D visualisation of patients including various pathologies. You will also experience a demonstration of our 3D printing facility, which replicates human anatomical specimens.

TOUR THE SCIENCE PRECINCT: A STUDENT PERSPECTIVE (MAXIMUM OF 20)
Student led
This is a great opportunity to visit the rejuvenated Monash Science precinct. Experience the fantastic facilities and learning spaces which showcase Science’s collaborative teaching approaches and facilities that are welcoming and adaptable. Join Monash Science students as they take you on a tour of their precinct and give you insights into how it supports their learning goals.

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (HONOURS): OUR STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Associate Professor Janet Scull
Director of Undergraduate Programs
Faten Ghanem
Marketing and Recruitment
Explore the diversity of Monash Education and discover that it is more than just teaching. The Bachelor of Education (Honours) takes students around the world and out of the classroom. Our student panel will share their experiences including the professional practice opportunities both locally and internationally, as well as in the traditional classroom setting or as an integral part of a community program. This session will cover details about course and specialisations, including dual-sector and double degree options. In addition an overview of the two pathway programs – the Diploma of Tertiary Studies and Diploma of Higher Education – will be provided.

IT: TRANSFORMING THE WORLD
Alana Harries
Student Recruitment Manager
Student and graduate ambassadors
Information Technology is everywhere – our modern world would be inconceivable without it. More than ever, people and organisations are seeing opportunities to leverage IT. Meet IT graduates and students who are vital to this transformation and see their work.

CHANGES TO MADA'S ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Anthony Dimitracopoulos
MADA Student Administration Services Unit
This session will address important changes to entry requirements in MADA's undergraduate design and architecture courses. MADA will also introduce their exciting new postgraduate course: Master of Urban Planning and Design.

WHERE DOES A LAW DEGREE TAKE YOU?
Panel presentation with current students and recent graduates
Law degrees open the door to a range of career paths. Hear from recent Monash Law graduates about how Law kick started their diverse career journeys. Current students will share their insights into how studying Law has taken them out of the classroom, into real work environments around the world.
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